How to Install "Tunein Radio" APP on Your Android to play Radio Ananda

Step 1
On your Home Screen touch the "Play Store" icon.
The icon looks like this:

Step 2
When you get to the Play Store page, type "Tunein Radio" in the Search area at the top, right.

Step 5
Touch the Tunein Radio icon. The icon looks like this:

Step 4
On the Tunein APP page select the INSTALL button.

Step 5
In your APP Drawer touch the "Tunein Radio" icon.

Step 6
On the Tunein Radio page select Browse from the list.

Step 7
In the Search area type Radio Ananda.
Then select Radio Ananda from the list.

Step 8
On the Tunein Radio Ananda page touch the FOLLOW button.
From now on Radio Ananda will appear in your Profile and be readily accessible.
Select the Play button and enjoy the music.

Step 9
For future visits select the Tunein Radio icon in the APP Drawer.
The most recent radio station will appear. If it's not Radio Ananda, use your Profile page or the Recents tab to find Radio Ananda.